The Lasp [2] programming language provides combinator functions such as Union and Intersection for combining set CRDTs. When designing a CRDT combinator, care must be taken to ensure that the combinator is monotone separately in each of its arguments, so that applying it to a tuple of increasing input streams yields an increasing output stream. We consider designing a type system which can prove the monotonicity of CRDT combinators.
INTRODUCTION
When multiple clients in a network share access to a mutable object, the object's data may be replicated across several hosts in order to reduce latency and increase availability. A state based conflict-free replicated data type (CRDT) [3] is a data type for such replicated objects satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The values of a CRDT must be elements of a join-semilattice with a bottom element. A join-semilattice is a set S endowed with a binary relation ≤ such that for all p, q, r ∈ S the following properties hold:
• p ≤ p (Reflexivity)
• If p ≤ q and q ≤ p then p = q (Anti-symmetry)
• If p ≤ q and q ≤ r then p ≤ r (Transitivity)
• There exists an item p ∨ q called the join of p and q such that p ≤ p ∨ q, q ≤ p ∨ q, and for all s such that p ≤ s and q ≤ s we have p ∨ q ≤ s.
A join-semilattice S is said to have a bottom element if there is some ⊥ ∈ S such that for all p ∈ S we have ⊥ ≤ p. (2) Its update methods must be inflative. An update method u of a state based CRDT T is called inflative when for all instances s of T and arguments a, we have s ≤ T s.u(a) where ≤ T denotes the semilattice order of T and s.u(a) denotes the object state resulting from invoking method u with argument a on s.
on a replica of their chosing, the choice of which is opaque to the client. Replicas synchronize by frequently sending their entire state to other replicas of the same instance. Upon receiving this state, the other replica updates its value to the join of its current value and the received one. Because update invocation and synchronization both increase a replica's value along its semilattice order, the values that a replica takes on throughout its lifetime form an increasing stream. The improvements that state based CRDTs bring to latency and availability come at the cost of consistency. Whem a client updates or observes a CRDT instance, it has no control over which replica the update or observation is performed on. Hence, if A and B are two replicas of some CRDT instance, it is possible to first update the CRDT instance via replica A and then observe the instance via replica B before the update has propagated from A to B. Because the latter observation does not reflect the update operation the client performed, it should be not be considered up-to-date. Furthermore, a replica can fail, at which point it will be reset with the value ⊥. It is then possible for a client to observe ⊥ before this replica is synchronized with a newer value.
State based CRDTs thus do not provide an intuitive mental model for the programmer. Lasp [2] attempts to improve this situation by providing a programming model in which a client's most recent observation v of an instance of CRDT T is stored until another observation is made; this latter observation will yield until it encounters a value that is greater or equal to v with respect to T 's semilattice order, ensuring that we do not accidentally mistake failure or synchronization anomalies for updates to the CRDT instance. An observation performed in this manner is called a monotonic read.
Lasp further allows the programmer to compose multiple CRDTs using montone functions. For example, from two set CRDT instances a and b we can define a new implied stream of set values c representing their intersection. The streams of CRDT values produced by a and b are fed into a binary function intersect which is monotone separately in each of its arguments; i.e., for all set CRDT values a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , and b 2 , we have that a 1 ≤ a 2 implies intersect(a 1 , b 1 ) ≤ intersect(a 2 , b 1 ) and b 1 ≤ b 2 implies intersect(a 1 , b 1 ) ≤ intersect(a 1 , b 2 ). The values of the stream c are produced by frequently applying intersect to the values at the heads of the streams produced by a and b. Barring failure and synchornization anomolies, because a and b produce increasing streams, and because intersect is monotone, the output stream c is increasing as well.
To an extent, the output stream c then resembles a CRDT instance, the update methods of which are the disjoint union of the update methods of the CRDT instances a and b. Furthermore, given two elements c 1 and c 2 of the stream c, we can consider c 2 to be a successor to c 1 whenever c 1 ≤ c 2 in the set CRDT's semilattice order. 
Example
As a concrete example of what can go wrong when we try to combine CRDTs using non-monotone functions, consider the intersection function f of Figure 1 . This combinator is defined over the 2P-Set CRDT described in [4] . A 2P-Set models a set with an inflative remove operator, given the restriction that an element can be added and removed from the set at most once. A 2P-Set is represented as a record containing two set fields: A (a set of added elements) and R (a set of removed elements). The semilatticee ordering on 2P-Sets is defined coordinatewise; if s 1 and s 2 are 2P − Sets then
The function f is non-monotone, as demonstrated in Figure  2 , where three observations to f 's output have been made: first c 1 , then c 2 , and finally c 3 . For i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the values of a and b generating c i are denoted a i and b i . The top diagram shows the initial state of the CRDT combinator, in which no methods have been invoked on a and b. The second diagram shows the state of the CRDT after invoking a.add(1) and b.add(1); this yields inflations in a, b, and c. Invoking a.remove(1) yields a an inflation in a, but this causes a deflation in c, demonstrating that f is non-monotone. This creates a dilemma for a client making observations of c. Upon observing c 3 , we should be able to conclude that 1 has been removed from the set c. Given that c 3 = c 1 , however, we can't rule out the possibility that we are viewing a snapshot of c from a time before 1 had been added to the set, in which case it would be a mistake to conclude that 1 has been removed.
A monotone CRDT combinator therefore implies an increasing output stream, allowing the observer to differentiate between progression and regression. Note that progression here is different from causal progression. To see the difference, consider a scenario in which one client adds 1 to a set of integers via replica A, and a different client adds 1 and then 2 to the same set via replica B. An observer would consider the set {1, 2} at replica B a valid succesor to the set {1} at replica A, even though the two sets are causally incomparable. The notion that a CRDT's semilattice order is a measure of progress distinct from causality is built into the foundation of CRDTs, because a replica holding a CRDT value a will always advance to a CRDT value b upon receiving a synchronization message containing some value b such that a ≤ b. 
MONOTONICITY TYPING
Lasp provides a fixed API of CRDTs and CRDT combinators. Included is an Observed-Remove Set CRDT, which models arbitrary set addition and removal monotonically. It also provides combinators for producing the union, intersection, and cartesian product of two observed-remove sets. Programmers may want to construct their own CRDTs along with combinators acting upon them. In such cases, we believe it would be helpful to have a type system which ensures that the implementations of CRDTs and CRDT combinators respect CRDT semantics. In particular, letting ≤ T denote the semilattice order of CRDT T and letting s.u(a) denote the invocation of a method u on CRDT instance s with argument a, such a system would prove the following properties:
• A CRDT's update methods are inflative, as described in the introduction.
• CRDT combinators are monotone in each argument separately; that is, if f :
Properties such as inflativeness and monotonicity are not typically tracked by type systems. But because these properties propagate systematically across function composition, we expect that a simple, compositional, deductive system similar to a type system can be employed.
In the context of logic programming, Datafun [1] provides a concrete example of a type system which tracks monotonicity. Datafun imposes a top-down style of monotonicity reasoning which may prove counterintuitive. To create a single-argument monotone function, the programmer gives the function abstraction a special syntax (λx.t), writing the bound variable x in bold to indicate that it is monotone. Within the abstraction body t, x may only occur monotonically. For a term-in-context Γ ⊢ t, the variable x occurs monotonically when, for any pair of closing substitutions γ and γ ′ of Γ with γ (x) ≤ γ ′ (x), we have γt ≤ γ ′ t.
It's not clear that programmers can easily determine which positions in a term are monotone. A type system is not effective if the programmer does not intuitively understand the rules which govern it, because writing a program then entails a grueling process of trial and error.
Another arguable weakness of Datafun is that monotonicity is "hard coded" into Datafun's type system. The typing context is partitioned into two parts: one for variables which may only be used monotonically and the other for variables without usage restrictions. There are separate application rules for regular and monotone functions. For general purpose programming, it may be preferable to use a type system in which monotonicity is just one of the many tracked properties (including inflativeness) which propagate systematically across function composition. We therefore seek a type system which is parameterized over such compositional properties.
Finally, Datafun requires the programmer to consider partial orderings over function types. This may be less intuitive than our approach, which avoids the need for partially ordering function types by providing primitive multi-argument functions.
TOWARD A CRDT TYPE SYSTEM 3.1 Notational preliminaries
We use colored overlines to represent vectors of syntactic objects. When such a vector is indexed by a set, the index set is indicated by a superscript. When vectors of the same color are juxtaposed, we assume they have the same length or index set. When vectors of different colors are juxtaposed, we assume they have differing lengths or index sets. When omitting a superscript, the index set should be clear from context. The superscript i ∈ 1..n accompanying an overline indicates that the index set consists of all integers from 1 to some implicitly introduced natural number n. As an example, x i i ∈1. .n denotes the vector of variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n .
Type Syntax
The catalog of state-based CRDTs described in [3] suggests that a CRDT's semilattice order can be derived in a straightforward manner from the CRDT's type structure. As a starting point, we need base types such as Nat, with the standard ordering on natural numbers, 0 as a bottom element, and maximum as the join operator. We would also include semilattice base types for sets (parameterized by element type, ordered by set inclusion) and booleans (ordered as a two element chain with f alse ≤ true). A type such as String, whose values do not inherently form a bounded join-semilattice, could be lifted to one by ordering its values discretely and adding top and bottom elements. Compound types such as records, arrays, and maps would be ordered coordinatewise by default. For example, we would define the order ≤ T of the record type T = {l :
The state based Last-Writer-Wins Register would require a special pair type that is ordered lexicographically rather than coordinatewise.
Example
Consider implementing an intersection combinator for the 2P-Set CRDT described in [3] . A potential implementation of such a combinator is given in Figure 3 . In this program, the CRDT type 2P −Set is defined as a record, ordered coordinatewise, with labeled components A (for added elements) and R (for removed elements) each belonging to a primitive IntSet datatype. 2PIntersect is defined using a special multi-argument function abstraction construct, called an sfun. This sfun includes a return type annotation which is augmented with the qualifiers ↑ a and ↑ b, meaning that the sfun is monotone separately in the formal arguments named a and b. In addition to the ↑ qualifier, which denotes monotonicity, we also include the qualifier ↓ for antitonicity, = for arguments which are equal to their function's result, ? for arguments whose relation to their function's result is unknown, and ∼ for superfluous arguments which do not affect their function's result. In the spirit of refinement types [6] , these qualifiers are organized into a preordered set (for our purposes, a poset) which induces a subtyping relation. The partial order among qualifiers is shown in the Hasse diagram of Figure 4 .
To prove 2PIntersect's monotonicity with respect to its formal arguments a and b, we will type check its body using two separate type environments, called the ambient and lifted environments. In the ambient environment, the entries for a and b represent formal arguments, whereas in the lifted environment, they refer to actual arguments. The distinction between formal and actual arguments may best be understood by considering the application (6/3) of the integer division operator. The division operator's formal arguments are dividend and divisor; they identify the roles of the quantities upon which we are operating. The actual arguments are 6 and 3; they are the actual quantities used to instantiate the formal arguments dividend and divisor, respectively. All variables occuring in types (for example, a and b in the type 2P − Set[↑ a, ↑ b]), refer to formal arguments, whereas all variables occuring in terms (for example, a and b in intersect(a.A, b.A)) refer to actual arguments. Because the contexts in which references to formal and actual arguments occur are mutually exclusive, we can add entries named a and b into both the ambient and lifted environments without creating any ambiguity.
The formal arguments of an sfun must have base-level types; that is, types which describe pieces of data and hence do not include the function type constructor →. The types IntSet (for sets of integers) and Bool (for the boolean values true and f alse) are base-level types, but IntSet → IntSet, the type of functions from integer sets to integer sets, is not. When the type-checker descends into an sfun, its formal arguments and their types are entered verbatim into the ambient environment. It also creates one entry for each of the sfun's arguments in the lifted environment, but the types of these entries contain qualifiers which encode their input-output relations with respect to the variables in the ambient environment. The ambient environment for type checking the body of 2PIntersect would then be Ω a : 2P − Set, b : 2P − Set and the lifted environment would be
The key idea is that, in a typical type system, a typing derivation of the form Γ ⊢ x : S → T Γ ⊢ s : S Γ ⊢ x s : T can be viewed as reasoning about a composition of functions. The term s can be viewed as a function from valuations of the type environment Γ into values of type S, the result of which is forwarded into x. Because the the codomain S of s matches the domain of x, we can safely compose the two functions to obtain a function from the valuations of context Γ into the values of type T . The only aspects of the functions that we are reasoning about here are their domains and codomains. By using a richer type system, we can reason about other aspects of function composition, such as preservation of monotonicity; that is, the idea that the composition of two monotone functions is itself monotone.
Assume that a record type definition constructs one sfun for projecting each of a record's fields, so the definition of the 2P − Set type implicitly creates the following two projection sfuns:
Rather than having a standard function type, an sfun has an sfun type, which names and qualifies each of its formal arguments, and is written with ⇒ rather than →. The term a.A is then syntactic sugar for the sfun application projA a A typing judgment for such an application occuring inside the body of the sfun 2PIntersect then looks as follows. Here we know that the occurrence of a in projA a serves as a selector for the formal argument a (a function of a and b which yields a as a result, ignoring b) because its type 2P − Set[= a, ∼ b] qualifies a using the qualifier =. The qualifier composition operator • defined in Figure 5 then tells us that the composition of the monotone function projA with the selector function a is itself monotone with respect to a. To see that this is correct, note that any selector f for a formal argument a must be monotone with respect to a, since
Typing applications of multiple-argument sfuns brings some additional complexity. Consider an sfun mult which performs multiplication on natural numbers, typed as follows:
Now consider the following typing judgment, which implies that the operation of squaring a natural number is monotone. a : N at; a :
How would we derive this judgment? We know that mult is monotone with respect to both of its arguments separately; however, what we actually need in order to compute a qualifier for a is knowledge of how mult behaves with respect to simultaneous change in both of its arguments. The term-in-context a : N at; a : N at[= a] ⊢ mult(a, a) is a transformed version of the mult function, in which its two arguments x and y are coalesced into a single argument a. Such a transformation is called a contraction. From the type of mult, we know that its formal arguments are both qualified with ↑. To compute a qualifier for the formal argument of mult's contraction, we apply the qualifier contraction operator defined in Figure 6 to the qualifiers of mult's two formal arguments. The figure tells us that ↑ + ↑ is equal to ↑, and so we conclude that the term-in-context a : N at; a : N at[= a] ⊢ mult(a, a), which expresses the squaring function on natural numbers, is indeed monotone with respect to its sole formal argument a.
FORMALIZATION
We present a simple calculus containing novel features which could be used for tracking monotonicity. Along with this, we also present an outline of a soundness proof. We are currently in the process of proving the stated theorems.
Introduction
We write t → t ′ to indicate that a term t reduces to another term t ′ and write t ⇓ t ′ to indicate that a term t reduces to a term t ′ from which no further reduction steps can be taken. If t ⇓ t ′ , we say that t normalizes to the term t ′ .
The computed type of a program term conveys the form of the value to which it reduces. For example, 2 + 3 is not an Int but instead a term, consisting of two integers and an operator, which reduces to the Int 5. Likewise intersect(a.A, b.A) is not a IntSet but a term which reduces to one after the variables a and b have been instantiated. Recall that we computed the type IntSet[↑ a, ↑ b] for intersect(a.A, b.A). This is supposed to mean not only that the expression intersect(a.
Since monotonicity is a property relating the values resulting from reducing multiple distinct instantiations of the variables of a term, rather than just the value resulting from a single instantiation, it falls outside the standard static typing paradigm.
To make sense of this we define a language in Figure 7 which is similar to a standard lambda calculus but with an additional function form called the sfun. An sfun (λ(x i : B i ). t) is a first-order, multi-argument function intended for defining CRDT combinators such as Section 3.3's 2PIntersect.
The body t of an sfun is a lifted term, whereas terms t occuring outside of any sfun abstractions are called terminal terms. Terminal terms are standard and familiar representations of functional programs. In a terminal term t, occurrences of base literals are exactly what they appear to be; for example, 1 denotes the integer 1 and true denotes the boolean value true. In the body t of an sfun (λ(x i : B i i ∈1. .n ). t), however, an occurence of 1 denotes a constantvalued function which shares the domain x i : B i of its enclosing sfun, and maps any valuation of x i : B i to the integer 1. While the aforementioned difference is superficial, the lifted language generalizes base literals to non-constant functions called ambient maps. The ambient map ⋖ω → c ω ⋗ maps each valuation ω of the enclosing sfun's domain to the terminal base literal c ω . Because each base literal in the lifted term t is implicitly a function of the variables x i , we refer to the variables x i as ambient variables, and refer to the set of all of the enclosing sfun's typed formals x i : B i as an ambient environment.
For an sfun with a single argument x : Int, we write (x = 1) for the valuation of x : Int mapping x to 1, (x = 2) for the valuation of x : Int mapping x to 2, etc. An occurrence of the variable x in the body t of the sfun (λ(x : Int). t) is not a placeholder for some value of type Int! Instead, it's a placeholder for the ambient map ⋖(x = i) → i i ∈ I nt ⋗, abbreviated as id. The body x + x of the sfun (λ(x : Int). x + x) then instantiates to id + id.
Given some valuation ω of the enclosing sfun's domain, we can form the ambient substitution ∥ω ∥, a projection defined in Figure 8 from the lifted terms onto the terminal terms. The ambient substitution ∥ω ∥ t descends into t, replacing each ambient map 
Lifted values s, t, u :: ⋖ϕ → c ϕ ⋗ with c ω . Performing the ambient substitution ∥(x = 1)∥(id + id) then yields 1 + 1, which is the term we would obtain from applying (λ(x : Int). x + x) to 1. On the other hand, we can reduce id + id using a lifted reduction relation, before commiting to an actual argument. A lifted reduction step Ω ⊢ t → t ′ is performed with respect to an ambient environment Ω, and simulates terminal reduction for all valuations of Ω simultaneously. Hence id + id normalizes with the following lifted reduction step:
where w is defined as the ambient map
The lifted reduction relation is characterized by a richer type system than that of the terminal reduction relation. Because id is monotone with respect to x and + is monotone with respect to both of its formal arguments, the lifted typing relation infers that id + id normalizes to an ambient map which is monotone with respect to x. Furthermore, ambient substitution commutes across reduction:
This demonstrates that under lifted reduction, the body of an sfun reduces to an ambient map that is extensionally equivalent to the sfun itself under terminal reduction. If the body of the sfun is judged monotone under the lifted typing relation, we can then infer that the sfun will behave monotonically under terminal reduction. This principle inspires the typing rule T-SFun, for sfun abstractions, defined in Figure 10 
Term syntax
We use the metavariables s,t, and u for terminal terms, and use s, t, and u for lifted terms. We define the lifted terms as a superset of the terminal terms so that terminal terms may be substituted through sfun abstractions. A terminal term occurring inside an sfun abstraction may be considered a lifted term which is not affected by the choice of actual arguments to which the enclosing sfun is applied.
We've already introduced the syntactic form ⋖ω → c⋗ for ambient maps and (λ(x : B). t) for sfuns. Also note that the lifted language provides a new abstraction form (λx : S. t) for functions whose formal argument type and body are lifted. A function application is written as the juxtaposition of two terms, whereas the application of an sfun s to a vector t of arguments is written s [ t ].
Importantly, the body t of an sfun (λ(x : B). t) should never contain ambient maps. Ambient maps are useful for performing lifted reduction, but not for writing programs. Furthermore, if the domain of the sfun is infinite (for example, if it takes a signle integer argument), an ambient map sharing this domain, being an infinite set of pairs, is not even computationally representable.
It may be worth considering why we've chosen have three types of functions rather than just one. First, a programmer will likely care about proving the monotonicity of only a small subset of functions in her program, and it doesn't make sense to introduce the additional complexity of monotonicity type checking into portions of the code where it is irrelevant. Additionally, when viewed from the perspective of the terminal language, an sfun abstraction is limited compared to a standard function abstraction, in that its arguments and return types must be base types, ruling out the possibility of higher order functions. We have placed this restriction to shield the programmer from the confusing task of reasoning about the partial orderings over function types, but higher order functions are still useful. Indeed, our system permits standard functions which take sfuns as arguments and return sfuns as results.
Just as with standard functions, a programmer may decide to write a nested function definition inside the body of an sfun. Nested function definitions are often useful for performing recursion, as demonstrated in the example of Figure 11 . They are also commonly used as higher-order function arguments to standard library functions such as filter and fold. Nested function definitions frequently utilize lexical scope. For example, in Figure 11 the nested sumCell function references the variables xMap and yMap, declared outside of the sumCell function but within the enclosing sfun sumCounters. If sumCell were an sfun, this would prove problematic, as the types of xMap and yMap are qualified with respect to the formal arguments x and y of sumCounters rather than the formal arguments ind and acc of sumCell. We therefore include lifted function abstractions (λx : S. t) for defining nested functions inside of sfuns. A lifted function abstraction is typechecked under the ambient environment of its context to naturally accommodate both lexical scoping and monotonicity typing.
Type syntax
We use the metavariables S, T , and U for terminal types and S, T , and U for lifted types. As with terms, the lifted type syntax is a superset of the terminal type syntax. 
Type environments and valuations
A type environment Γ is a mapping from variables to terminal types. When x ∈ dom(Γ) we write Γ(x) to denote the type to which Γ maps x. A lifted type environment ∆ is like a type environment, but maps variables to lifted types. An ambient environment Ω, which represents the formals of an sfun, is a mapping from variables to terminal base types. The notations Ω(x) and ∆(x) are analogous to Γ(x).
A valuation γ of a type environment Γ maps each variable x ∈ dom(Γ) to a value of type Γ(x). We write γ (x) for the value to which γ maps x. The symbols ω and ϕ are used for valuations of ambient environments and δ for valuations of lifted type environments. The notations ω(x) and δ (x) are analogous to γ (x). Substitution of a valuation γ into a term t is written γt. While substitutions of the form γt and δ t are defined in a standard manner (and thus elided), we will not typically substitute ambient valuations ω this way. This is because the ambient variables of Ω live in a namespace distinct from that of the variables in Γ and ∆. The former can occur only in the domains of ambient maps and qualified base types, whereas the latter occur only as terms. Accordingly, we will use a special form of substitution for ambient valuations, described in Section 4.6 and Figure 8 .
Terminal reduction
The definition of the terminal reduction relation t → t ′ has been elided for brevity. The only novel construct requiring a new reduction rule is the sfun application (λ(x i :
As we suggested in Section 4.1, this application should reduce to t with c i substituted for all occurrences of x i for i ∈ 1..n. This is not quite correct, however, because a terminal reduction step should produce a terminal term as a result; merely performing such a substitution could produce a term containing lifted base type annotations. Defining id i as ⋖ϕ → ϕ(x i )⋗, we first define the term t ′ as t with each occurrence of x i replaced with id i for i ∈ 1..n. The application (λ(x i : B i i ∈1. .n ). t) [ c i ] then reduces to ∥ω ∥ t ′ , where ω is the valuation assigning x i to c i for i ∈ 1..n. Sfun applications may seem very similar to standard function applications, and indeed they do not provide any power to the programmer over standard function applications. A programmer does not choose to define an sfun to gain additional expressive power, but instead to gain the power to statically reason about monotonicity. 
Ambient substitution
Typical programming language models do not allow the reduction of a function's body until the function has been applied to a set of actual arguments. The novel aspect of our model, as described previously in Section 4.1, is the ability to reduce the body of an sfun before committing to a set of actual arguments. This ability is not useful for performing actual computation, but rather for reasoning about the input/output relation of the sfun. The notion of committing to a set of actual arguments is defined formally as ambient substitution, an operator which projects lifted terms onto terminal terms.
Let Ω be an ambient environment and let O Ω be the set of valuations of Ω. An ambient map ⋖ϕ → c ϕ ϕ ∈O Ω ⋗ of domain O Ω represents a constant whose value is undetermined, but can be resolved given some valuation ω ∈ O Ω . The ambient substitution ∥ω ∥ ⋖ϕ → c ϕ ⋗ performs such a resolution, yielding c ω . More generally, a lifted term t whose ambient maps share the domain O Ω represents a terminal term with several undetermined constants in various locations. These constants can be collectively resolved by a single ω ∈ O Ω . Such a resolution is written ∥ω ∥ t and defined inductively in Figure 8. 
Lifted reduction
We now consider defining the lifted reduction relation Ω ⊢ t → t ′ . As we mentioned earlier, this relation must simulate the terminal reduction relation for all valuations ω ∈ O Ω simultaneously. Letting → * denote the reflexive transitive closure of →, we formalize this in the following lemma and theorem.
Proof. A simple corollary of Lemma 4.1. □ For any ambient environment Ω, the lifted reduction relation Ω ⊢ t → t ′ is a superset of terminal reduction. It contains a significant additional reduction rule for sfun applications of the form u [ c ]. In fact, our example from Section 4.1 actually demonstrated the lifted reduction of such a term. While we used the familiar infix notation for our addition operator, primitive operators such as addition are actually provided as sfuns, and so the application id + id should be written + [id id] to conform to our language. 
⋗.
This rule trivially satisifes Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2. A likely objection is that it is not computable, because O Ω may be infinite, and also because we have no way to determine whether a terminal term normalizes at all. Indeed, while the purpose of a reduction relation is typically to model a computationally realizable step-bystep program execution, our lifted reduction relation has no such obligation, and must only satisfy two criteria:
(1) It must simulate the terminal reduction relation, by satisfying Theorem 4.2. (2) It must permit sound overapproximation by a robust and intuitive type system.
The lifted reduction rule for sfun application trivially satisfies the first criterion. In the next section, we consider the design of a type system by which it satisfies the second.
Typing
A lifted typing judgment has the form Γ; Ω; ∆ ⊢ t : T . Lifted typing soundly overapproximates lifted reduction in the following sense. If the judgment Γ; Ω; ∆ ⊢ t : T is derivable then for any valuation γ of Γ and any valuation δ of ∆, we have that Ω ⊢ γδt ⇓ v, for some value v of type T .
A lifted sfun application v [ c ] under ambient environment Ω can be thought of as a function composition of the following form.
given the following identifications:
(1) The ambient environment Ω corresponds to the variables a and b. Supposing that we know the qualifiers of f x and f y associated with the ambient variables a and b, and the qualifiers of д with respect to its own formal arguments, we would like to compute qualifiers of h associated with the ambient variables a and b. To do this, we first solve an easier problem. We pretend that the arguments of f x are functions of distinct source from the arguments of f y , essentially "splitting our ambient environment in half". More formally, our simplified problem is to compute qualifiers ofĥ associated with a x , b x , a y and b y , whereĥ is defined aŝ
It's not hard to see that we can compute these qualifiers using the qualifier composition operator:ĥ's qualifier for a x is simply the composition of f x 's qualifier for a x and д's qualifier for its left formal argument, etc. Once we have computed all ofĥ's qualifiers, we can compute h's qualifiers using the qualifier contraction operator: if q 1 isĥ's qualifier for a x and q 2 isĥ's qualifier for a y , then h's qualifier for a is q 1 + q 2 .
We can translate this strategy for propogating monotonicity into the typing rule LT-SFun-App shown in Figure 10 . This typing rule is an inference rule; it says that we can form a proof of the judgment below the horizontal bar (the conclusion) from the proofs of the judgments above the horizontal bar (the premises).
Let γ be a valuation of Γ and δ a valuation of ∆. Then the left premise of LT-SFun-App implies that Ω ⊢ γδ u ⇓ v where v is an sfun of type (x i : B i ) ⇒ A[p i x i ], while the vector of right premises imply that for each i ∈ 1..n, Ω ⊢ γδ s i ⇓ c i where c i is a lifted base value of type
v [ c i ] reduces in a single step via the reduction rule described in Section 4.7. Therefore, to show that the conclusion of LT-SFun-App is sound we must prove that the resulting ambient map belongs to the type
, a tedious task. In the type
, the summation is a chain of the qualifier contraction + operations described in Figure 6 , while • is the qualifier composition operator described in Figure 5 .
Well-formedness and Subtyping
Our lifted language provides a rich syntax of types, containing certain types which are "more precise" than others. 
• For all ω ∈ O x : GCounter, y : GCounter , ∥ω ∥ v is a terminal value of type N atMap.
Intuitively, the first condition is monotonicity with respect to the ambient variable x, and the second condition is monotonicity with respect to the ambient variable y. The third condition says that any ambient substitution projects v onto a terminal value of type N atMap. N atMap denotes the set of all terminal values representing finite maps whose domain and codomains are the natural numbers. Examining the definition of ambient substitution in Figure 8 , we see that if v is a value of type N atMap then v satisfies the three conditions above.
Letting ω 1 , ω 2 ∈ O x : GCounter, y : GCounter with ω 1 (x) ≤ ω 2 (x) and ω 1 (y) = ω 2 (y) we have that ∥ω 1 ∥v = v ≤ v = ∥ω 2 ∥v. 
Figure 10: Selected typing rules expects a term of type N atMap[↑ x, ↑ y]. The type checker determines inclusion among the sets denoted by types using subtyping rules, which we proceed to describe. We consider a lifted base type B[Ξ] well-formed under an ambient environment Ω whenever dom(Ξ) = dom(Ω). A terminal base type B is considered well-formed under any ambient environment. Within the body of an sfun with formal arguments Ω, we only allow types which are well-formed under Ω. For an ambient environment Ω and two lifted types S and T which are well-formed under Ω, the subtyping judgment Ω ⊢ S <: T indicates that the set of values denoted by S is a subset of the set of values denoted by T . Subtyping judgments are derived using a superset of the rules presented in Figure 9 . The ≤ relation which appears in the premises of these rules is the partial order depicted in Figure 4 . Our subtyping rules must satisfy a soundness theorem, which says that whenever a judgment of the form Ω ⊢ S <: T is derivable, the set of values denoted by S is a subset of the set of values denoted by T . In the above example, because ∼≤↑, the type checker can derive x : GCounter, y : GCounter ⊢ N atMap <: N atMap[↑ x, ↑ y] using the rule labeled LS-Base-TL, and therefore allows the occurrence of emptyMap on line 23 of Figure 11 .
GCounter example
As a final example, Figure 11 describes a CRDT combinator for adding two GCounter CRDTs. It's a hypothetical example, as we have not yet figured out how to model all of the features that it exhibits. We define the GCounter type in terms of a language primitive called N atMap, a finite map representation for total functions from the natural numbers to the natural numbers, ordered coordinatwise. If some natural number k does not occur as a key in a N atMap's finite representation, then k is supposed to map to 0.
The sfun дetAt, for getting the element with key k from NatMap a, is monotone with respect to a because N atMap is ordered coordinatwise. Its relation to k is unknown (thus qualified with ?) since we make no assumptions about relations among values associated with distinct keys.
The sfun joinAt "replaces" the value at key k with the join of the current value and the argument n. joinAt performs a functional update; it does not actually mutate the argument a, but rather returns a modified version of it. It is monotone with respect to a and n due to N atMap's componentwise ordering, and unknown with respect to k due to the lack of ordering among values of distinct keys. Its result type is augmented with v >= a indicating it returns a value v which is greater than or equal to the actual argument supplied for a.
The sfun span returns the key corresponding to the largest nonzero entry in the N atMap x. It is monotone with respect to x due to the coordinatewise ordering of N atMap values.
The sumCounters sfun uses a nested auxiliary function sumCell for iterating through the natural numbers from 0 to the maximum of the spans of the two input GCounters, incrementally computing the sum of the two input GCounters, stored in the argument acc. At iteration k, sumCell looks up the values дetAt xMap k and дetAt yMap k that the two input GCounters associate with the value k, it computes the sum of these values and produces acc ′ , a functional update of the N atMap acc with the entry at coordinate k updated with the join (maximum) of (дetAt xMap k +дetAt yMap k) and the value currently associated with coordinate k.
The base case of sumCell occurs when k is greater than the maximum of the spans of the two input counters. The condition for checking for the base case is defined on line 17. Note that this condition is antitone with respect to the input counters. An inflation in an input counter may coincide with inflation in its span, which may in turn coincide with a deflation in the value of the expression k > maxSpan from true to f alse. In this case, the if statement reduces to the expression in the else clause rather than the then clause, and so to prove that if expression is monotone with respect to each input, our type system needs to prove that the value of the expression in the then clause is less than or equal to the value in the else clause. To see that this is in fact the case, we first observe that the variable acc ′ defined on line 21 is an inflation of acc, due to joinAt producing inflations of its first argument. (This is precisely why we use joinAt rather than the more standard setAt.) Next observe that the call on line 22 produces an inflation of its second argument acc ′ , as stipulated by the type annotation on line 16. Transitively, we then have the expression on line 21 producing an inflation of acc. Because the value of the else clause is an inflation of the then clause, and because the condition is antitone, we can conclude that the the if expression, and thus the entire body of sumCell, is monotone with respect to each of the input counters.
Earlier we mentioned that this example is hypothetical; we have not yet figured out how to model certain aspects of this program. In particular, it contains dependent refinement types, in which a refined base type B{x >= t } denotes the subset of all values v of type B such that the predicate v >= t reduces to true. Such refinements are used in LiquidHaskell [5] , but we have not yet examined how to integrate them into our lifted type system. In addition, the example also exhibits a lifted function whose control flow is dependent on the values of the ambient variables in scope; as the GCounters x and y gain more entries, more recursive calls to sumCell must be performed. However, there is no upper bound on the number of entries x and y may have, which suggests that the body of sumCounters should diverge under lifted reduction. This implies that its static type contains no information about the monotonicity of sumCounters under terminal reduction. Because our lifted reduction relation is not supposed to be computable, we have a good deal of flexibility in solving this problem. One potential solution might involve indexing lifted reduction sequences by ordinals rather than natural numbers. The call to sumCell on line 24 would then normalize in ω lifted reduction steps, where ω is the smallest infinite ordinal.
CONCLUSION
While the proposed approach may have practical benefits, we are still attempting to provide it with a suitable operational model and soundness proof. Nonetheless, the daunting number of possibilities for combining CRDTs in a Lasp-style language provides strong motivation for the type checking technique that we have outlined. 
